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METHODS FOR DRIVING ELECTRO-OPTIC DISPLAYS

[Para 1] This application is related to U.S. Patents Nos. 5,930,026; 6,445,489; 6,504,524;

6,512,354; 6,531,997; 6,753,999; 6,825,970; 6,900,851; 6,995,550; 7,012,600; 7,023,420;

7,034,783; 7,116,466; 7,119,772; 7,193,625; 7,202,847; 7,259,744; 7,304,787; 7,312,794;

7,327,511; 7,453,445; 7,492,339; 7,528,822; 7,545,358; 7,583,251; 7,602,374; 7,612,760;

7,679,599; 7,688,297; 7,729,039; 7,733,311; 7,733,335; 7,787,169; 7,952,557; 7,956,841;

7,999,787; and 8,077,141; and U.S. Patent Applications Publication Nos. 2003/0102858;

2005/0122284; 2005/0179642; 2005/0253777; 2006/0139308; 2007/0013683; 2007/0091418;

2007/0103427; 2007/0200874; 2008/0024429; 2008/0024482; 2008/0048969; 2008/0129667;

2008/0136774; 2008/0150888; 2008/0291129; 2009/0174651; 2009/0179923; 2009/0195568;

2009/0256799; 2009/0322721; 2010/0045592; 2010/0220121; 2010/0220122; 2010/0265561

2011/0285754, and 2013/0194250.

[Para 2] The aforementioned patents and applications may hereinafter for convenience

collectively be referred to as the "MEDEOD" (MEthods for Driving Electro-Optic Displays)

applications. The entire contents of these patents and copending applications, and of all other

U.S. patents and published and copending applications mentioned below, are herein

incorporated by reference.

[Para 3] The background nomenclature and state of the art regarding electro-optic displays

is discussed at length in U.S. Patent No. 7,012,600 to which the reader is referred for further

information. Accordingly, this nomenclature and state of the art will be briefly summarized

below.

[Para 4] The present invention relates to methods for driving electro-optic displays,

especially bistable electro-optic displays, and to apparatus for use in such methods. More

specifically, this invention relates to driving methods which may allow for reduced

"ghosting" and edge effects, and reduced flashing in such displays. This invention is

especially, but not exclusively, intended for use with particle-based electrophoretic displays in

which one or more types of electrically charged particles are present in a fluid and are moved

through the fluid under the influence of an electric field to change the appearance of the

display.

[Para 5] The term "electro-optic", as applied to a material or a display, is used herein in its

conventional meaning in the imaging art to refer to a material having first and second display

states differing in at least one optical property, the material being changed from its first to its

second display state by application of an electric field to the material. Although the optical



property is typically color perceptible to the human eye, it may be another optical property,

such as optical transmission, reflectance, luminescence or, in the case of displays intended for

machine reading, pseudo-color in the sense of a change in reflectance of electromagnetic

wavelengths outside the visible range.

[Para 6] The term "gray state" is used herein in its conventional meaning in the imaging art

to refer to a state intermediate two extreme optical states of a pixel, and does not necessarily

imply a black-white transition between these two extreme states. For example, several of the

E Ink patents and published applications referred to below describe electrophoretic displays

in which the extreme states are white and deep blue, so that an intermediate "gray state"

would actually be pale blue. Indeed, as already mentioned, the change in optical state may not

be a color change at all. The terms "black" and "white" may be used hereinafter to refer to the

two extreme optical states of a display, and should be understood as normally including

extreme optical states which are not strictly black and white, for example the aforementioned

white and dark blue states. The term "monochrome" may be used hereinafter to denote a

drive scheme which only drives pixels to their two extreme optical states with no intervening

gray states.

[Para 7] The terms "bistable" and "bistability" are used herein in their conventional

meaning in the art to refer to displays comprising display elements having first and second

display states differing in at least one optical property, and such that after any given element

has been driven, by means of an addressing pulse of finite duration, to assume either its first

or second display state, after the addressing pulse has terminated, that state will persist for at

least several times, for example at least four times, the minimum duration of the addressing

pulse required to change the state of the display element. It is shown in U.S. Patent No.

7,170,670 that some particle-based electrophoretic displays capable of gray scale are stable

not only in their extreme black and white states but also in their intermediate gray states, and

the same is true of some other types of electro-optic displays. This type of display is properly

called "multi-stable" rather than bistable, although for convenience the term "bistable" may

be used herein to cover both bistable and multi-stable displays.

[Para 8] The term "impulse" is used herein in its conventional meaning of the integral of

voltage with respect to time. However, some bistable electro-optic media act as charge

transducers, and with such media an alternative definition of impulse, namely the integral of

current over time (which is equal to the total charge applied) may be used. The appropriate



definition of impulse should be used, depending on whether the medium acts as a voltage-

time impulse transducer or a charge impulse transducer.

[Para 9] Much of the discussion below will focus on methods for driving one or more

pixels of an electro-optic display through a transition from an initial gray level to a final gray

level (which may or may not be different from the initial gray level). The term "waveform"

will be used to denote the entire voltage against time curve used to effect the transition from

one specific initial gray level to a specific final gray level. Typically such a waveform will

comprise a plurality of waveform elements; where these elements are essentially rectangular

(i.e., where a given element comprises application of a constant voltage for a period of time);

the elements may be called "pulses" or "drive pulses". The term "drive scheme" denotes a set

of waveforms sufficient to effect all possible transitions between gray levels for a specific

display. A display may make use of more than one drive scheme; for example, the

aforementioned U. S. Patent No. 7,012,600 teaches that a drive scheme may need to be

modified depending upon parameters such as the temperature of the display or the time for

which it has been in operation during its lifetime, and thus a display may be provided with a

plurality of different drive schemes to be used at differing temperature etc. A set of drive

schemes used in this manner may be referred to as "a set of related drive schemes." It is also

possible, as described in several of the aforementioned MEDEOD applications, to use more

than one drive scheme simultaneously in different areas of the same display, and a set of drive

schemes used in this manner may be referred to as "a set of simultaneous drive schemes."

[Para 10] Several types of electro-optic displays are known, for example:

(a) rotating bichromal member displays (see, for example, U.S. Patents

Nos. 5,808,783; 5,777,782; 5,760,761; 6,054,071 6,055,091; 6,097,531; 6,128,124;

6,137,467; and 6,147,791);

(b) electrochromic displays (see, for example, O'Regan, B., et al, Nature

1991, 353, 737; Wood, D., Information Display, 18(3), 24 (March 2002); Bach, U., et al,

Adv. Mater., 2002, 14(11), 845; and U.S. Patents Nos. 6,301,038; 6,870.657; and 6,950,220);

(c) electro-wetting displays (see Hayes, R.A., et al, "Video-Speed

Electronic Paper Based on Electrowetting", Nature, 425, 383-385 (25 September 2003) and

U.S. Patent Publication No. 2005/0151709);

(d) particle-based electrophoretic displays, in which a plurality of charged

particles move through a fluid under the influence of an electric field (see U.S. Patents Nos.

5,930,026; 5,961,804; 6,017,584; 6,067,185; 6,118,426; 6,120,588; 6,120,839; 6,124,851;



6,130,773; and 6,130,774; U.S. Patent Applications Publication Nos. 2002/0060321;

2002/0090980; 2003/0011560; 2003/0102858; 2003/0151702; 2003/0222315; 2004/0014265;

2004/0075634; 2004/0094422; 2004/0105036; 2005/0062714; and 2005/0270261; and

International Applications Publication Nos. WO 00/38000; WO 00/36560; WO 00/67110; and

WO 01/07961; and European Patents Nos. 1,099,207 Bl; and 1,145,072 Bl; and the other

MIT and E Ink patents and applications discussed in the aforementioned U.S. Patent No.

7,012,600).

[Para 11] There are several different variants of electrophoretic media. Electrophoretic

media can use liquid or gaseous fluids; for gaseous fluids see, for example, Kitamura, T., et

al, "Electrical toner movement for electronic paper-like display", IDW Japan, 2001, Paper

HCSl-1, and Yamaguchi, Y., et al, "Toner display using insulative particles charged

triboelectrically", IDW Japan, 2001, Paper AMD4-4); U.S. Patent Publication No.

2005/0001810; European Patent Applications 1,462,847; 1,482,354; 1,484,635; 1,500,971;

1,501,194; 1,536,271; 1,542,067; 1,577,702; 1,577,703; and 1,598,694; and International

Applications WO 2004/090626; WO 2004/079442; and WO 2004/001498. The media may be

encapsulated, comprising numerous small capsules, each of which itself comprises an internal

phase containing electrophoretically-mobile particles suspended in a liquid suspending

medium, and a capsule wall surrounding the internal phase. Typically, the capsules are

themselves held within a polymeric binder to form a coherent layer positioned between two

electrodes; see the aforementioned MIT and E Ink patents and applications. Alternatively, the

walls surrounding the discrete microcapsules in an encapsulated electrophoretic medium may

be replaced by a continuous phase, thus producing a so-called polymer-dispersed

electrophoretic display, in which the electrophoretic medium comprises a plurality of discrete

droplets of an electrophoretic fluid and a continuous phase of a polymeric material; see for

example, U.S. Patent No. 6,866,760. For purposes of the present application, such polymer-

dispersed electrophoretic media are regarded as sub-species of encapsulated electrophoretic

media. Another variant is a so-called "microcell electrophoretic display" in which the charged

particles and the fluid are retained within a plurality of cavities formed within a carrier

medium, typically a polymeric film; see, for example, U.S. Patents Nos. 6,672,921 and

6,788,449.

[Para 12] An encapsulated electrophoretic display typically does not suffer from the

clustering and settling failure mode of traditional electrophoretic devices and provides further

advantages, such as the ability to print or coat the display on a wide variety of flexible and



rigid substrates. (Use of the word "printing" is intended to include all forms of printing and

coating, including, but without limitation: pre-metered coatings such as patch die coating, slot

or extrusion coating, slide or cascade coating, curtain coating; roll coating such as knife over

roll coating, forward and reverse roll coating; gravure coating; dip coating; spray coating;

meniscus coating; spin coating; brush coating; air knife coating; silk screen printing

processes; electrostatic printing processes; thermal printing processes; ink jet printing

processes; electrophoretic deposition (See U.S. Patent No. 7,339,715); and other similar

techniques.) Thus, the resulting display can be flexible. Further, because the display medium

can be printed (using a variety of methods), the display itself can be made inexpensively.

[Para 13] Other types of electro-optic media may also be used in the displays of the present

invention.

[Para 14] The bistable or multi-stable behavior of particle-based electrophoretic displays,

and other electro-optic displays displaying similar behavior (such displays may hereinafter

for convenience be referred to as "impulse driven displays"), is in marked contrast to that of

conventional liquid crystal ("LC") displays. Twisted nematic liquid crystals are not bi- or

multi-stable but act as voltage transducers, so that applying a given electric field to a pixel of

such a display produces a specific gray level at the pixel, regardless of the gray level

previously present at the pixel. Furthermore, LC displays are only driven in one direction

(from non-transmissive or "dark" to transmissive or "light"), the reverse transition from a

lighter state to a darker one being effected by reducing or eliminating the electric field.

Finally, the gray level of a pixel of an LC display is not sensitive to the polarity of the electric

field, only to its magnitude, and indeed for technical reasons commercial LC displays usually

reverse the polarity of the driving field at frequent intervals. In contrast, bistable electro-optic

displays act, to a first approximation, as impulse transducers, so that the final state of a pixel

depends not only upon the electric field applied and the time for which this field is applied,

but also upon the state of the pixel prior to the application of the electric field.

[Para 15] Whether or not the electro-optic medium used is bistable, to obtain a high-

resolution display, individual pixels of a display must be addressable without interference

from adjacent pixels. One way to achieve this objective is to provide an array of non-linear

elements, such as transistors or diodes, with at least one non-linear element associated with

each pixel, to produce an "active matrix" display. An addressing or pixel electrode, which

addresses one pixel, is connected to an appropriate voltage source through the associated non

linear element. Typically, when the non-linear element is a transistor, the pixel electrode is



connected to the drain of the transistor, and this arrangement will be assumed in the following

description, although it is essentially arbitrary and the pixel electrode could be connected to

the source of the transistor. Conventionally, in high resolution arrays, the pixels are arranged

in a two-dimensional array of rows and columns, such that any specific pixel is uniquely

defined by the intersection of one specified row and one specified column. The sources of all

the transistors in each column are connected to a single column electrode, while the gates of

all the transistors in each row are connected to a single row electrode; again the assignment of

sources to rows and gates to columns is conventional but essentially arbitrary, and could be

reversed if desired. The row electrodes are connected to a row driver, which essentially

ensures that at any given moment only one row is selected, i.e., that there is applied to the

selected row electrode a voltage such as to ensure that all the transistors in the selected row

are conductive, while there is applied to all other rows a voltage such as to ensure that all the

transistors in these non-selected rows remain non-conductive. The column electrodes are

connected to column drivers, which place upon the various column electrodes voltages

selected to drive the pixels in the selected row to their desired optical states. (The

aforementioned voltages are relative to a common front electrode which is conventionally

provided on the opposed side of the electro-optic medium from the non-linear array and

extends across the whole display.) After a pre-selected interval known as the "line address

time" the selected row is deselected, the next row is selected, and the voltages on the column

drivers are changed so that the next line of the display is written. This process is repeated so

that the entire display is written in a row-by-row manner.

[Para 16] It might at first appear that the ideal method for addressing such an impulse-

driven electro-optic display would be so-called "general grayscale image flow" in which a

controller arranges each writing of an image so that each pixel transitions directly from its

initial gray level to its final gray level. However, inevitably there is some error in writing

images on an impulse-driven display. Some such errors encountered in practice include:

(a) Prior State Dependence; With at least some electro-optic media, the

impulse required to switch a pixel to a new optical state depends not only on the current and

desired optical state, but also on the previous optical states of the pixel.

(b) Dwell Time Dependence; With at least some electro-optic media, the

impulse required to switch a pixel to a new optical state depends on the time that the pixel has

spent in its various optical states. The precise nature of this dependence is not well



understood, but in general, more impulse is required the longer the pixel has been in its

current optical state.

(c) Temperature Dependence; The impulse required to switch a pixel to a

new optical state depends heavily on temperature.

(d) Humidity Dependence; The impulse required to switch a pixel to a new

optical state depends, with at least some types of electro-optic media, on the ambient

humidity.

(e) Mechanical Uniformity; The impulse required to switch a pixel to a

new optical state may be affected by mechanical variations in the display, for example

variations in the thickness of an electro-optic medium or an associated lamination adhesive.

Other types of mechanical non-uniformity may arise from inevitable variations between

different manufacturing batches of medium, manufacturing tolerances and materials

variations.

(f) Voltage Errors; The actual impulse applied to a pixel will inevitably

differ slightly from that theoretically applied because of unavoidable slight errors in the

voltages delivered by drivers.

[Para 17] Thus, general grayscale image flow requires very precise control of applied

impulse to give good results, and empirically it has been found that, in the present state of the

technology of electro-optic displays, general grayscale image flow is infeasible in a

commercial display.

[Para 18] Under some circumstances, it may be desirable for a single display to make use of

multiple drive schemes. For example, a display capable of more than two gray levels may

make use of a gray scale drive scheme ("GSDS") which can effect transitions between all

possible gray levels, and a monochrome drive scheme ("MDS") which effects transitions only

between two gray levels, the MDS providing quicker rewriting of the display that the GSDS.

The MDS is used when all the pixels which are being changed during a rewriting of the

display are effecting transitions only between the two gray levels used by the MDS. For

example, the aforementioned U.S. Patent No. 7,119,772 describes a display in the form of an

electronic book or similar device capable of displaying gray scale images and also capable of

displaying a monochrome dialogue box which permits a user to enter text relating to the

displayed images. When the user is entering text, a rapid MDS is used for quick updating of

the dialogue box, thus providing the user with rapid confirmation of the text being entered.



On the other hand, when the entire gray scale image shown on the display is being changed, a

slower GSDS is used.

[Para 19] Alternatively, a display may make use of a GSDS simultaneously with a "direct

update" drive scheme ("DUDS"). The DUDS may have two or more than two gray levels,

typically fewer than the GSDS, but the most important characteristic of a DUDS is that

transitions are handled by a simple unidirectional drive from the initial gray level to the final

gray level, as opposed to the "indirect" transitions often used in a GSDS, where in at least

some transitions the pixel is driven from an initial gray level to one extreme optical state,

then in the reverse direction to a final gray level (this type of waveform may for convenience

be referred to as a "single rail bounce" waveform); in some cases, the transition may be

effected by driving from the initial gray level to one extreme optical state, thence to the

opposed extreme optical state, and only then to the final extreme optical state (this type of

waveform may for convenience be referred to as a "double rail bounce" waveform) - see, for

example, the drive scheme illustrated in Figures 11A and 11B of the aforementioned U. S.

Patent No. 7,012,600. Present electrophoretic displays may have an update time in grayscale

mode of about two to three times the length of a saturation pulse (where "the length of a

saturation pulse" is defined as the time period, at a specific voltage, that suffices to drive a

pixel of a display from one extreme optical state to the other), or approximately 700-900

milliseconds, whereas a DUDS has a maximum update time equal to the length of the

saturation pulse, or about 200-300 milliseconds.

[Para 20] Variation in drive schemes is, however, not confined to differences in the number

of gray levels used. For example, drive schemes may be divided into global drive schemes,

where a drive voltage is applied to every pixel in the region to which the global update drive

scheme (more accurately referred to as a "global complete" or "GC" drive scheme) is being

applied (which may be the whole display or some defined portion thereof) and partial update

drive schemes, where a drive voltage is applied only to pixels that are undergoing a non-zero

transition (i.e., a transition in which the initial and final gray levels differ from each other),

but no drive voltage is applied during zero transitions (in which the initial and final gray

levels are the same). An intermediate form a drive scheme (designated a "global limited" or

"GL" drive scheme) is similar to a GC drive scheme except that no drive voltage is applied to

a pixel which is undergoing a zero, white-to-white transition. In, for example, a display used

as an electronic book reader, displaying black text on a white background, there are numerous

white pixels, especially in the margins and between lines of text which remain unchanged



from one page of text to the next; hence, not rewriting these white pixels substantially

reduces the apparent "flashiness" of the display rewriting. However, certain problems remain

in this type of GL drive scheme. Firstly, as discussed in detail in some of the aforementioned

MEDEOD applications, bistable electro-optic media are typically not completely bistable,

and pixels placed in one extreme optical state gradually drift, over a period of minutes to

hours, towards an intermediate gray level. In particular, pixels driven white slowly drift

towards a light gray color. Hence, if in a GL drive scheme a white pixel is allowed to remain

undriven through a number of page turns, during which other white pixels (for example, those

forming parts of the text characters) are driven, the freshly updated white pixels will be

slightly lighter than the undriven white pixels, and eventually the difference will become

apparent even to an untrained user.

[Para 21] Secondly, when an undriven pixel lies adjacent a pixel which is being updated, a

phenomenon known as "blooming" occurs, in which the driving of the driven pixel causes a

change in optical state over an area slightly larger than that of the driven pixel, and this area

intrudes into the area of adjacent pixels. Such blooming manifests itself as edge effects along

the edges where the undriven pixels lie adjacent driven pixels. Similar edge effects occur

when using regional updates (where only a particular region of the display is updated, for

example to show an image), except that with regional updates the edge effects occur at the

boundary of the region being updated. Over time, such edge effects become visually

distracting and must be cleared. Edge ghosting is clearly visible for example after multiple

text page updates followed by an update to a white page where the contour of the previous

text will appear darker compared to the background. Hitherto, such edge effects (and the

effects of color drift in undriven white pixels) have typically been removed by using a single

GC update at intervals. Unfortunately, use of such an occasional GC update reintroduces the

problem of a "flashy" update, and indeed the flashiness of the update may be heightened by

the fact that the flashy update only occurs at long intervals.

[Para 22] The aforementioned US 2013/0194250 describes techniques for reducing flashing

and edge ghosting. One such technique, denoted a "selective general update" or "SGU"

method, involves driving an electro-optic display having a plurality of pixels using a first

drive scheme, in which all pixels are driven at each transition, and a second drive scheme, in

which pixels undergoing some transitions are not driven. The first drive scheme is applied to

a non-zero minor proportion of the pixels during a first update of the display, while the

second drive scheme is applied to the remaining pixels during the first update. During a



second update following the first update, the first drive scheme is applied to a different non

zero minor proportion of the pixels, while the second drive scheme is applied to the

remaining pixels during the second update. Typically, the SGU method is applied to

refreshing the white background surrounding text or an image, so that only a minor

proportion of the pixels in the white background undergo updating during any one display

update, but all pixels of the background are gradually updated so that drifting of the white

background to a gray color is avoided without any need for a flashy update. It will readily be

apparent to those skilled in the technology of electro-optic displays that application of the

SGU method requires a special waveform (hereinafter referred to as an "F" waveform) for the

individual pixels which are to undergo updating on each transition.

[Para 23] The aforementioned US 2013/0194250 also describes a "balanced pulse pair

white/white transition drive scheme" or "BPPWWTDS", which involves the application of

one or more balanced pulse pairs (a balanced pulse pair or "BPP" being a pair of drive pulses

of opposing polarities such that the net impulse of the balanced pulse pair is substantially

zero) during white-to-white transitions in pixels which can be identified as likely to give rise

to edge artifacts, and are in a spatio-temporal configuration such that the balanced pulse

pair(s) will be efficacious in erasing or reducing the edge artifact. Desirably, the pixels to

which the BPP is applied are selected such that the BPP is masked by other update activity.

Note that application of one or more BPP's does not affect the desirable DC balance of a

drive scheme since each BPP inherently has zero net impulse and thus does not alter the DC

balance of a drive scheme. A second such technique, denoted "white/white top-off pulse drive

scheme" or "WWTOPDS", involves applying a "top-off pulse during white-to-white

transitions in pixels which can be identified as likely to give rise to edge artifacts, and are in a

spatio-temporal configuration such that the top-off pulse will be efficacious in erasing or

reducing the edge artifact. Application of the BPPWWTDS or WWTOPDS again requires a

special waveform (hereinafter referred to as a "T" waveform) for the individual pixels which

are to undergo updating on each transition. The T and F waveforms are normally only applied

to pixels undergoing white-to-white transitions. In a global limited drive scheme, the white-

to-white waveform is empty (i.e., consists of a series of zero voltage pulses) whereas all other

waveforms are not empty. Accordingly, when applicable the non-empty T and F waveforms

replace the empty white-to-white waveforms in a global limited drive scheme.

[Para 24] It is necessary to distinguish between a partial update drive scheme (in which at

least some zero transitions use empty waveforms) and a partial update mode of a drive



controller. A partial update mode is a controller function by which, when active, a pixel is

removed from the update pipeline if it is a zero transition. For example if the initial state of a

pixel was gray level 7 and the final state is also gray level 7, then that pixel will not be

assigned to a transition pipeline and will be free to participate in another subsequent update at

any time. In a partial update mode, only areas in the next image buffer that differ from the

current image buffer will be driven by the drive scheme. This is especially helpful when

overlaying an item (such as an icon, cursor or menu over an existing image (typically text);

the overlaid can be stamped into the image buffer and sent to the controller, but only the area

of the overlaid item will flash.

[Para 25] As already indicated, partial update behavior can also be expressed by drive

scheme design. For example, a global limited (GL) mode may have an empty white-to-white

transition but non-empty gray-to-gray and black-to-black transitions, so a white background

will not flash when overlaying a menu, but the non-white text would flash. Other waveform

modes such as DU and GU have all empty zero-transitions. In this case the behavior of the

display will be exactly as described for partial update mode, but with one important

difference: the zero transition pixels are not removed from the pipeline and must be driven

with zeros for the full duration of the update.

[Para 26] One can envision a selective partial update mode in which a zero transition pixel

may or may not be removed from the update pipeline (or alternatively, receive a zero

transition waveform) depending on an algorithmic decision. This concept may be generalized

in the following manner. Each pixel of the display has an associated flag indicating whether

that pixel does or does not receive an appropriate waveform. The flags define a Partial

Update Mask (PUM) for the whole image in which flags are set TRUE for pixels that are

driven and FALSE for pixels which are not driven. Any pixel undergoing a non-zero

transition has a TRUE flag, but pixels undergoing zero transitions may have TRUE or FALSE

flags.

[Para 27] Some issues arise when the aforementioned T- and F-transitions are used with

partial updates. Firstly, two additional device controller states are required to enable the T-

and F-transitions. For simplicity assume states 1-16 correspond to the normal 16 gray levels,

while state 17 denotes a T transition and state 18 an F transition. A drive scheme is defined to

convert any one initial state into any one final state. In one form of the method, the final

image buffer is preprocessed to determine when to substitute state 17 or 18 for state 16

(corresponding to a white gray level) according to the algorithm being used. The



preprocessed image is then sent to the display controller, where partial update logic is applied

to remove pixels undergoing zero transitions from the update pipeline. Pixels undergoing 16-

>16 (normal white-to-white) transitions can be removed from the pipeline since that

transition is empty in a GL mode. However, pixels undergoing 17->17 or 18->18 transitions

should not be removed from the pipeline since it is possible that the algorithm would need to

apply two T or two F transitions successively to the same pixel. One aspect of the present

invention provides a means of achieving this aim in both the controller and waveform

implementations.

[Para 28] A more difficult issue is that the decisions to use T or F transitions on a pixel is

based on the initial and final states of pixels adjacent to the pixel being considered; in

particular, in some cases if neighboring pixels are undergoing non-zero transitions, the

decision as to whether to use T or F transitions on the pixel being considered can be changed.

The use of a partial update mode can thwart the ability of the algorithm to correctly identify

neighboring pixels not undergoing non-zero transitions, which can lead to reduced efficacy or

even the introduction of new artifacts.

[Para 29] A controller may also make use of a "regional update mode"; this mode is similar

to a partial update mode except that only pixels within a selected region of the display are

placed on the update pipeline. A regional update mode can be considered to be a specific case

of a selective partial update mode in which the Partial Update Mask is set to FALSE for any

pixel outside of the selected region. However, regional updates require special handling, as

described below, because typically only data for the selected region is transferred to the

controller.

[Para 30] A second aspect of the present invention relates to improving performance of

displays at temperatures above room temperature, for example when a display in the form of

an electronic book reader is being used outdoors in summer. As already mentioned, US

2013/0194250 describes a "balanced pulse pair white/white transition drive scheme" or

"BPPWWTDS". In some cases, for example some electrophoretic displays operated at

temperatures of 30°C and above, a BPPWWTDS has been shown to be ineffective in

reducing all edge artifacts. Figure 1 shows that using a BPPWWTDS at 31°C and 35°C

results in near zero improvement in edge ghosting scores after ten iterations with the use of a

BPPWWTDS as compared with use of a drive scheme lacking balanced pulse pairs. While it

has been observed that a BPPWWTDS is effective in reducing edge ghosting in the area

between adjacent pixels as seen in Figure 2 (which shows a photomicrograph illustrating



edge artifacts observed at 45°C after ten iterations of driving a block of pixels to black, as

illustrated on the left side of Figure 2, followed by driving the same block of pixels to white,

as illustrated on the right side, with use of a BPPWWTDS on the neighboring pixels), the

issue is that additional effects occurring at these temperatures result in edge artifacts that a

BPPWWTDS is ineffective in reducing. For example, when a pixel is updated from white to

black with inactive neighbors, one-pixel-wide edge artifacts are observed in its neighbors in

the form of pixel darkening and outer edge formation which can be described as high

irreversible blooming and can be explained by lateral coupling. These effects build up with

the number of updates and quickly result in significant darkening in neighboring pixels. In

display operation modes using a BPPWWTDS, such effects can result in significant decrease

in performance. For example, in a low flash mode using a BPPWWTDS aimed at maintaining

the background white state lightness level, such effects result in unacceptably high decrease

in white state lightness level of over 3L* after 24 updates at 45°C as seen in Figure 3.

[Para 31] The second aspect of the present invention relates to a DC imbalanced drive

scheme intended to significantly reduce the aforementioned disadvantages of the

BPPWWTDS.

[Para 32] A third aspect of the invention relates to improved selective partial update drive

schemes. As mentioned above, electro-optic displays can be driven using partial updates, in

which all pixels with any "self-transition" (zero transition) going from one image to the next

(meaning that the pixel goes from a specific gray level in one image to the same specific gray

level in the subsequent image), are not driven or (which amounts to the same thing) are

driven with a waveform having a voltage list of zeros. Partial updates may be performed

using a special waveform in which all the self-transitions are empty, i.e. filled with zeros,

(usually called a "local" waveform) or using a device command that automatically detects

self-transitions (known as a "partial update mode").

[Para 33] Partial updates offer benefits in terms of reduced display flashiness. For example,

with an initial image that has some text, a partial update may be used if we want to overlay a

menu option on top of the text in order to avoid seeing the text updating on to itself.

However, partial updates can create problems and/or be undesirable and incompatible with

certain drive schemes. For example, consider a menu overlying existing text that is displayed

and then dismissed as illustrated in Figures 9A-9C. If a partial update drive scheme is used, in

text that overlaps with the border of the menu (as shown in Figure 9B), all pixels with self-

transition will be driven with an empty waveform, while their neighbors may be performing



transitions with a non-zero waveform, e.g. a voltage list effecting a white-to-black switch

from the first image to the second, followed by a black-to-white switch from the second

image (Figure 9B) to the third (Figure 9C). These neighboring pixels may bloom over the

undriven self-transition pixels, resulting in visually apparent text thinning or text fading, as

illustrated in the third image.

[Para 34] As described in some of the aforementioned MEDEOD applications, electro-optic

displays may also be driven using regional updates, in which only pixels within a selected

region of the display (this region may be rectangular or of an arbitrary shape, including being

selected pixel by pixel) are driven.

[Para 35] The third aspect of the present invention relates to driving electro-optic displays

using selective partial update drive schemes which permit retention of the benefits of partial

update drive schemes in terms of reduced flashiness without creating text thinning/fading and

with full compatibility with novel display modes for optimal display performance.

[Para 36] A fourth aspect of the present invention relates to drift compensation, that is to say

compensating for changes in the optical state of an electro-optic display with time. As already

noted, electrophoretic and similar electro-optic displays are bistable. However, the bistability

of such displays is not unlimited in practice, a phenomenon known as image drift occurs,

whereby pixels in or near extreme optical states tend to revert very slowly to intermediate

gray levels; for example, black pixels gradually become dark gray and white pixels gradually

become light gray. The white state drift is of particular interest because many electro-optic

displays are most commonly used to display images with a white background; for example,

electronic book readers normally mimic printed books by displaying black text on a white

background. If an electro-optic display is updated using a global limited drive scheme for a

long periods of time without a full display refresh, the white state drift becomes an essential

part of the overall visual appearance of the display. Over time, the display will show areas of

the display where the white state has been recently rewritten and other areas such as the

background where the white state has not recently been rewritten and has thus been drifting

for some time. This results an optical artifact known as ghosting, whereby the display shows

traces of previous images. Such ghosting effects are sufficiently annoying to most users that

their presence a significant part in preventing the use of global limited drive schemes

exclusively for long periods of time.

[Para 37] Figure 13 shows an example of how the background white state of a display may

drift over the course of about twenty minutes, resulting in significant ghosting as illustrated in



Figure 14, which shows an image after turning 45 text pages in low flash mode with 30

seconds between page turns. In the last image as illustrated in Figure 14, the text page has

just been updated to a white page, and shows the ghosting resulting from "new" white in the

text area versus "old" white in the background.

[Para 38] The fourth aspect of the present invention relates to a method for driving a display

which reduces or eliminates the problems caused by drift without producing the flash which

would be perceived if all background pixels were updated simultaneously as in a global

complete drive scheme.

[Para 39] The first aspect of the present invention (which may hereinafter be referred to as

the "Update Buffer Invention") provides a display controller (capable of controlling the

operation of a bistable electro-optic display) having an update buffer, means for removing

from the update buffer pixels which do not require updating during a given transition, means

for receiving a list of states that should not be removed from the update buffer, and means to

ensure that pixels having listed states are not removed from the update buffer.

[Para 40] The first aspect of the present invention also provides a display controller capable

of controlling the operation of a bistable electro-optic display and having an update buffer,

and means for removing from the update buffer pixels which do not require updating during a

given transition, the controller having at least one special transition having two states

associated therewith, means to determine when a pixel is undergoing a special transition

immediately after a previous special transition, and means to insert into the update buffer the

second state associated with the at least one special transition when a pixel is undergoing a

special transition immediately after a previous special transition.

[Para 41] The first aspect of the present invention also provides a drive scheme which

achieves essentially the same result as the display controllers of the present invention already

mentioned. In such a drive scheme, zero transitions use empty waveform, but zero transitions

corresponding to the special states use non-empty waveforms. This approach can work well

for limited cases such as turning text pages, or going through an image sequence in which

each successive image is always different from the previous one, or displaying and

dismissing single items (icons, menus, etc.) that do not overlap with any of the non-white

content of the initial image, or browsing up and down through an existing menu.

[Para 42] The first aspect of the present invention also provides a modified algorithm for

carrying out the SGU, BPPWWTDS or WWTOPDS drive schemes discussed above to take

into account the non-flashing pixels that will be introduced by the partial update mode of the



controller. First, the Partial Update Mask (PUM) value for each pixel must be computed

according to the known controller algorithm. In the simplest case (standard partial update) the

PUM is set to False if and only if the initial and final gray levels in the image buffer are the

same. Second, a modified algorithm is used which utilizes the PUM to determine local

activity as prescribed by the algorithm.

[Para 43] A second aspect of the present invention (which may hereinafter be referred to as

the "BPPTOPWWTDS Invention") in effect combines the aforementioned BPPWWTDS and

WWTOPDS by applying to pixels undergoing white-to-white transitions, identified as likely

to give rise to edge artifacts, and in a spatio-temporal configuration such that the drive

scheme of the present invention will be efficacious in erasing or reducing the edge artifact, a

waveform which comprises at least one balanced pulse pair and at least one top-off pulse.

This drive scheme of the present invention may for convenience be referred to a "balanced

pulse pair/top-off pulse white/white transition drive scheme" or "BPPTOPWWTDS".

[Para 44] The BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention may be applied only when a

display is operating in a particular temperature range, for example 30°C or higher, where a

prior art BPPWWTDS is ineffective. The BPPTOPWWTDS waveform for white-to-white

transitions may comprise a variable number of balanced pulse pairs at varying locations

within the waveform and a variable number of top-off pulses which may vary in location

within the waveform relative to the balanced pulse pairs. A single top-off pulse typically

corresponds to one frame of white-going drive pulse. The top-off pulse(s) may be located

before, after or between the balanced pulse pairs. It is generally preferred that there be only a

single top-of pulse in the white-to-white transition waveform.

[Para 45] A third aspect of the present invention (which may hereinafter be referred to as the

"Overlay Invention") is intended to be applied when overlaying an item (an icon, menu, etc.)

(typically a non-rectangular item) over existing text or image content followed by a removal

of the item as generally illustrated in Figures 1OA- IOC. The overlay method of the present

invention differs from standard partial updates drive schemes in that only the pixels in the

region of the item perform transitions (including self-transitions) in order to avoid text

thinning/fading for text that overlaps with the item and to avoid seeing the text outside that

area flashing on to itself. One solution is to perform a regional update in the area of the item.

Knowing the item geometry and location on the image, the controller can be used to perform

a regional update for this area only.



[Para 46] This simple overlay method of the present invention is not well adapted to cover

situations in which the overlaid item is not completely opaque, i.e. the item does not fully fill

a rectangle, or other area lying within the boundary of the overlaid item. If there are areas

intended to be transparent within the overlaid item, they will also be fully updated by the

regional drive scheme, which is not desirable for the reasons discussed above. An example of

such a scenario is illustrated in Figures 11A-11C.

[Para 47] To cope with this type of overlaid item, a preferred method of the present

invention updates only the pixels that overlap with the non-transparent (black as illustrated in

Figures 11A-11C) portions of the overlaid item (including such pixels undergoing self

transitions), to produce the second and third images, thus reducing or eliminating visible text

thinning/fading. All the pixels with self transitions that do not overlap with the non-

transparent (black) portion of the overlaid item are updated with empty self transitions in

order to reduce flashiness and avoid most of the text updating on to itself. This means that

some black →black transitions are empty (for pixels not overlapping with the non-transparent

portions of the overlaid item) and some are non-empty (for all other pixels) when updating to

the second (Figure 11B) and third (Figure 11C) images.

[Para 48] In some methods of the present invention, it may be advantageous to take

advantage of a drive scheme having waveforms for a number of gray levels greater than are

actually present on the display. For example, if the display uses only different gray levels, the

drive scheme may be a five-bit (32 gray level) drive scheme which takes advantage of the

extra "empty" space inside the drive scheme to cope with the differing black-to-black

transitions discussed above. A five-bit drive scheme allows 32 states, so that each of the 16

gray levels can use two different states. For example, assuming states 1→ 32, gray level black

can use state 1 which is set with a non-empty self transition ( 1→ 1) as well as state 2 which is

set with an empty self transition (2→2). Transition 1→2 is empty and transition 2→ 1 is a full

non-empty black →black transition. From the overlaid item, the drive scheme algorithm

determines the mask of pixels that must perform non-empty self-transitions as illustrated in

Figures 12A-12C. In Figure 12A black denotes the pixels performing self transitions from

Figure 11A to Figure 11B, while in Figure 12B black denotes all pixels that are underneath

the overlaid item, i.e., all pixels that in non-transparent portions of the overlaid item. ANDing

(in the Boolean sense of that term) the masks of Figures 12A and 12B produces the mask of

Figure 12C, in which black denotes all pixels performing self transitions that need to be

updated with a non-empty waveform. Using the mask of Figure 12C, gray level black pixels



in the second image are processed so that all the black pixels in Figure 12C stay in state 1,

while all other black pixels become state 2. This mask-based algorithm allows all 16 gray

levels to perform empty self transitions in some areas and non-empty self transitions in other

areas, thus in effect moving back and forth at the pixel level between a partial update mode

and a full update mode.

[Para 49] As discussed above and in the aforementioned MEDEOD applications, a

particular drive scheme may be used in only certain regions of the display, which may be

rectangular or of arbitrary shape. The present invention thus extends to a driving method and

controller in which a BPPTOPWWTDS is used in only one of a plurality of regions of a

display.

[Para 50] A fourth aspect of the invention (which may hereinafter be referred to as the "Drift

Compensation Invention") provides a method of driving a bistable electro-optic display

having a plurality of pixels each capable of displaying two extreme optical states, the method

comprising:

writing a first image on the display;

writing a second image on the display using a drive scheme in which a

plurality of background pixels which are in the same extreme optical state in both the first

and second images are not driven;

leaving the display undriven for a period of time, thereby permitting the

background pixels to assume an optical state different from their extreme optical state;

after said period of time, applying to a first non-zero proportion of the

background pixels a refresh pulse which substantially restores the pixels to which it is applied

to their extreme optical state, said refresh pulse not being applied to the background pixels

other than said first non-zero proportion thereof; and

thereafter, applying to a second non-zero minor proportion of the background

pixels different from the first non-zero proportion a refresh pulse which substantially restores

the pixels to which it is applied to their extreme optical state, said refresh pulse not being

applied to the background pixels other than said second non-zero proportion thereof.

[Para 51] In a preferred form of this drift compensation method, the display is provided with

a timer which establishes a minimum time interval (for example, at least about 10 seconds,

and typically at least about 60 seconds) between successive applications of the refresh pulses

to differing non-zero proportions of the background pixels. As already indicated, the drift

compensation method will typically be applied to background pixels in the white extreme



optical state but we do not exclude its application to background pixels in the black extreme

optical state, or in both extreme optical states. The drift compensation method may of course

be applied to both monochrome and gray scale displays.

[Para 52] The present invention also provides novel display controllers arranged to carry out

all the methods of the present invention.

[Para 53] In the methods of the present invention, the display may make use of any of the

type of electro-optic media discussed above. Thus, for example, the electro-optic display may

comprise a rotating bichromal member, electrochromic or electro-wetting material.

Alternatively, the electro-optic display may comprise an electrophoretic material comprising

a plurality of electrically charged particles disposed in a fluid and capable of moving through

the fluid under the influence of an electric field. The electrically charged particles and the

fluid may be confined within a plurality of capsules or microcells. Alternatively, the

electrically charged particles and the fluid may be present as a plurality of discrete droplets

surrounded by a continuous phase comprising a polymeric material. The fluid may be liquid

or gaseous.

[Para 54] The displays of the present invention may be used in any application in which

prior art electro-optic displays have been used. Thus, for example, the present displays may

be used in electronic book readers, portable computers, tablet computers, cellular telephones,

smart cards, signs, watches, shelf labels, variable transmission windows and flash drives.

[Para 55] As already mentioned, Figure 1 of the accompanying drawings illustrates the

effectiveness of a prior art BPPWWTDS at various temperatures.

[Para 56] Figure 2 is a photomicrograph illustrating edge artifacts observed after driving a

block of pixels to black, followed by driving the same block of pixels to white, with use of a

BPPWWTDS on the neighboring pixels.

[Para 57] Figure 3 illustrates white state lightness as function of the number of updates

using a prior art BPPWWTDS.

[Para 58] Figure 4 is a voltage against time curve for a BPPTOPWWTDS waveform for

white-to-white transitions.

[Para 59] Figure 5 is a photomicrograph similar to that of Figure 2 but using a

BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention.

[Para 60] Figure 6 is a graph similar to that of Figure 3 but showing the results obtained

using both a prior art BPPWWTDS and a BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention.



[Para 61] Figure 7 is a graph showing the white state lightness variation obtained after 24

updates from an initial white state lightness level as a function of the number of updates using

various BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention.

[Para 62] Figure 8 is a graph showing the gray levels obtained after more than 50,000

updates using a BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention.

[Para 63] As already mentioned, Figure 9A shows a portion of a text image on a display.

[Para 64] Figure 9A illustrates the effect of overlaying a menu over the text image of Figure

9A.

[Para 65] Figure 9C illustrates the image resulting from subsequent removal of the menu

shown in Figure 9B.

[Para 66] Figure 10A shows a text image on a display.

[Para 67] Figure 10B illustrates the effect of overlaying an icon over the text image of

Figure 10A.

[Para 68] Figure IOC illustrates the image resulting from subsequent removal of the icon

shown in Figure 10B.

[Para 69] Figures 11A-11C are enlarged versions of portions of Figures lOA-lOC

respectively illustrating the areas surrounding the icon.

[Para 70] Figures 12A-12C show masks used in applying the overlay method of the present

invention to the transitions shown in Figures 11A-11C respectively.

[Para 71] Figure 13 is a graph of white state reflectance against time for a white pixels and

shows typical white state drift in a background pixel, a problem which may be reduced or

eliminated by the drift compensation method of the present invention.

[Para 72] Figure 14 shows an image on a display affected by ghosting effects caused by

white state drift such as that shown in Figure 13.

[Para 73] Figure 15 shows a waveform suitable for use in the drift compensation method of

the present invention.

[Para 74] Figures 16A and 16B are pixels maps showing areas of background pixels to

which one step of the drift compensation method is to be applied, with Figure 16A showing

application of the step to 12.5 per cent, and Figure 16B showing app of the step to 100 per

cent, of the background pixels in the illustrated area.

[Para 75] Figure 17 is a flow diagram showing the implementation of a preferred drift

compensation method of the present invention.



[Para 76] Figure 18 is a graph similar to that of Figure 13 but showing, in addition to the

curve for an uncorrected pixel, curves for two different methods of drift compensation in

accordance with the present invention.

[Para 77] Figures 19A and 19B are images similar to that of Figure 14, with Figure 19A

being an uncorrected image and Figure 19B being an image corrected by a drift compensation

method of the invention.

[Para 78] Figure 20 is a graph similar to that of Figure 18 and again showing curves for both

uncorrected and corrected pixels.

[Para 79] Figure 2 1 is a graph of remnant voltage against time (expressed as number of

cycles) for both uncorrected pixels and pixels corrected using a drift compensation method of

the invention.

[Para 80] As will be apparent from the foregoing, the present invention provides a number

of improvements in the driving of electro-optic displays, especially bistable electro-optic

displays, and most especially electrophoretic displays, and in displays and components

thereof arranged to carry out the improved method. The various improvements provided by

the present invention will primarily be described separately below but it should be noted that

a single physical display or component thereof may implement more than one of the

improvements provided by the present invention. For example, it will readily be apparent to

those skilled in the technology of electro-optic displays that the drift compensation method of

the present invention may be implemented in the same physical display as any of the other

methods of the present invention.

[Para 81] Part A : Update Buffer Invention

[Para 82] As already mentioned, the update buffer aspect of the present invention provides

display controllers and methods for operating a display with the T and F transitions already

discussed. In one aspect, this aspect provides a display controller having an update buffer,

means for removing from the update buffer pixels which do not require updating during a

given transition, means for receiving a list of states that should not be removed from the

update buffer, and means to ensure that pixels having listed states are not removed from the

update buffer. For example, consider the example given earlier of a controller in which states

1-16 correspond to the normal 16 gray levels, while state 17 denotes a T transition and state

18 an F transition. In this case, the numbers 17 and 18 are sent to the controller. If the

controller algorithm recognizes a zero transition where the initial and final states are equal

but on the list, the relevant pixel is not removed from the update buffer.



[Para 83] Another aspect of the update buffer invention provides a display controller having

an update buffer, and means for removing from the update buffer pixels which do not require

updating during a given transition, the controller having at least one special transition having

two states associated therewith, means to determine when a pixel is undergoing a special

transition immediately after a previous special transition, and means to insert into the update

buffer the second state associated with the at least one special transition when a pixel is

undergoing a special transition immediately after a previous special transition. For example,

consider a modification of the controller discussed in the preceding paragraph in which states

1-16 correspond to the normal 16 gray levels, while states 17 and 19 denote a T transition and

state 18 and 20 an F transition. The controller then operates such that if, at any specific pixel,

the previous transition was a T-transition, and the next transition is also a T-transition, then

the state substituted into the image should be the second state associated with the T transition,

namely 19. Thus, the pixel was assigned state 17 for the previous transition but is assigned

state 19 for the next transition. In this way the controller will always see special transitions as

a change in state the associated pixels will never be flagged and removed from the update

pipeline.

[Para 84] As already noted, the update buffer invention also provides a modified algorithm

for carrying out the SGU, BPPWWTDS or WWTOPDS drive schemes discussed above to

take into account the non-flashing pixels that will be introduced by the partial update mode of

the controller. First, the Partial Update Mask (PUM) value for each pixel must be computed

according to the known controller algorithm. In the simplest case (standard partial update) the

PUM is set to False if and only if the initial and final gray levels in the image buffer are the

same. Second, a modified algorithm is used which utilizes the PUM to determine local

activity as prescribed by the algorithm. Pseudo-code for two such algorithms is provided

below:

First algorithm

Inputs: Initial (initial image pixels), Final (final image pixels), SFT (activity

threshold), PUM (pixel update map)

For all pixels in any order:

If the pixel Initial to Final transition is not white-to-white, apply the standard

GL transition.



Else, If at least SFT cardinal neighbors (i.e., neighbors sharing a common

edge) are not (making an Initial to Final transition from white-to-white OR

have PUM=0), apply the F transition.

Else, If all four cardinal neighbors have (a Final gray level of white OR have

PUM=0), AND at least one cardinal neighbor has (an Initial gray level not

white AND PUM=1), apply the T transition.

Otherwise use the empty (GL) W->W transition.

End

Second algorithm

Inputs: Initial (initial image pixels), Final (final image pixels), AM (active

mask) SFT (activity threshold), PUM (pixel update map)

For all pixels in any order:

If the pixel Initial to Final transition is not white-to-white, apply the standard

GL transition.

Else, If the pixel is selected by the AM, apply the F transition.

Else, If at least SFT cardinal neighbors (i.e., neighbors sharing a common

edge) are not (making an Initial to Final transition from white-to-white OR

have PUM=0), apply the F transition.

Else, If all four cardinal neighbors have (a Final gray level of white OR

PUM=0), AND (at least one cardinal neighbor has (an Initial gray level not

white AND PUM=1) OR (at least one cardinal neighbor is selected by the

AM), apply the T transition.

Otherwise use the empty (GL) W->W transition.

End

[Para 85] It may be desirable to use the algorithm in conjunction with a regional display

mode of the controller. A preferred regional update area for an overlaid item is the area of the

item plus one pixel all around its periphery; in this one-pixel border area, the special

transition for edge ghosting reduction will be applied when the overlaid item is removed. One

controller solution involves the following sequence of actions based on a new controller

functionality: creating a full screen image combining the initial image with the addition of the

item → performing full screen image processing using that image and the previous initial

image based on waveform algorithm → make the decision to perform a regional update using

the processed new image for the area and location of the item plus one pixel all around.



[Para 86] From the foregoing, it will be seen that the update buffer controllers and methods

of the present invention provide a pathway to use the edge and areal ghosting artifact

reducing waveform techniques described in the aforementioned US 2013/0194250 on

controllers that implement a "partial update" mode. The present invention requires only a

small modification of the definition of the waveform states and a modification of the

algorithm, without any changes to controller functionality.

[Para 87] Part B : BPPTOPWWTDS Invention

[Para 88] As already mentioned, the BPPTOPWWTDS aspect of the present invention

provides a balanced pulse pair/top-off pulse white/white transition drive scheme in which

pixels undergoing white-to-white transitions, identified as likely to give rise to edge artifacts,

and in a spatio-temporal configuration such that the drive scheme will be efficacious in

erasing or reducing the edge artifact, are driven using a waveform which comprises at least

one balanced pulse pair and at least one top-off pulse.

[Para 89] A preferred white-to-white waveform for a BPPTOPWWTDS of the present

invention is illustrated in Figure 4 of the accompanying drawings. As may be seen from

Figure 4, the waveform comprises an initial top-off pulse in the form of a single negative

(white-going) frame, followed by two frame of zero voltage, and four successive balanced

pulse pairs, each of which comprises a positive (black-going) frame followed immediately by

a negative (white-going) one.

[Para 90] The use of a BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention has been shown to be

very effective in significantly reducing all edge artifacts, as illustrated in Figure 5, which

should be compared with the similar micrograph shown in Figure 2; it will be seen that

essentially no edge artifacts are present on the right side of Figure 5, in contrast to the very

prominent edge artifacts visible on the right side of Figure 2. As a result, the performance of

non-flashy drive schemes aimed at maintaining the background white state lightness level can

be significantly improved with observed decrease in white state lightness level of less than

0.5 L* using a BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention versus over 3L* using a prior art

BPPWWTDS after 24 updates at 45°C as shown in Figure 6.

[Para 91] Preferred embodiments of a BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention, using

only a single top-off pulse, but varying the number of balanced pulse pairs and the location of

the top-off pulse relative to the balanced pulse pairs, have been observed to provide a wide

range of possible waveform solutions for operating at from 28°C to 45°C, as illustrated in

Figure 7. In this case, acceptable solutions correspond to those resulting in zero delta L* after



24 updates in special low flash mode using the BPPTOPWWTDS. The most significant

tuning elements are the location of the top-off pulse relative to the BPP's and the number of

BPP's, with a small degree of tunability provided by the location of the BPP's. Locating the

top-off pulse closer to the BPP's results in more positive delta L* solutions, with the optimal

location being the frame right after the BPPs. For a given BPPTOPWWTDS white-to-white

waveform, it has been observed that decreasing the temperature results in more positive delta

L*. Although a potential problem could be that the BPPTOPWWTDS could create solutions

with too positive a delta L* (meaning that the display becomes whiter and whiter in an

uncontrolled manner), it has been possible to avoid this problem by simply increasing the

number of BPP's in the white-to-white waveform which results in a less positive delta L*.

Figure 7 shows that the BPPTOPWWTDS of the present invention can provide good results

over the temperature range of 28°C to 45°C, while still allowing enough tunability to account

for module variability experienced in commercial mass production of electrophoretic

displays.

[Para 92] The presence of the top-off pulse in the BPPTOPWWTDS of the present

invention renders the drive scheme somewhat DC imbalanced, and (as discussed in several of

the aforementioned MEDEOD applications), DC imbalanced drive schemes are known to

potentially cause significant display reliability issues and significant changes in drive scheme

performance. However, as already noted significant reduction in edge artifacts in

electrophoretic displays can be achieved using just one top-off pulse in the BPPTOPWWTDS

white-to-white waveform, resulting (typically) in a mild DC imbalance of just one white-

going frame. Usage reliability experiments using a special low flash mode that make use of

such a BPPTOPWWTDS have been conducted, and the results are shown in Figure 8. As

shown in that Figure, after over 50,000 updates (estimated to correspond to about one year of

e-reader usage), only slight shifts in gray levels of between +0.2L* and -1.2L* were visible,

and these slight shifts could be due to other known factors such as so-called display fatigue.

These results after over 50,000 updates also show variations in white state and dark state 30

second transient drifts of less than 0.5L*. These results show that BPPTOPWWTDS with one

top-off pulse used in special low flash modes aimed at reducing edge artifacts and

maintaining background white state do not cause reliability issues. This is due to the drive

scheme being only slightly DC imbalanced and being used on the display in such a way that

the potential effects of DC imbalance are contained.



[Para 93] From the foregoing, it will be seen that the BPPTOPWWTDS of the present

invention can significantly extend the temperature range over which electrophoretic displays

can operate without producing image defects, be enabling such displays to operate for a large

number of updates at the temperature range of about 30 to 45°C without being subject to the

type of image defects to which prior art displays are subject, thus rendering displays using the

drive scheme more attractive to users.

[Para 94] Part C : Overlay Invention

[Para 95] As already mentioned, the overlay aspect of the present invention provides a

method for overlaying an item (an icon, menu, etc.) over existing text or image content

followed by a removal of the item, and differs from standard partial updates drive schemes in

that only the pixels in the region of the item perform transitions (including self transitions) in

order to avoid text thinning/fading for text that overlaps with the item and to avoid seeing the

text outside that area flashing on to itself. In a simple form of the present invention a regional

update is performed in the area of the overlaid item. Preferred variants of the overlay method

can allow for transparent areas within the overlaid item.

[Para 96] In the preferred variant of the overlay method discussed above with reference to

Figures 11A-11C and 12A-12C, the algorithm used can be summarized as follows:

For a given pixel with a given gray level in the current image:

IF Mask determines that this pixel must perform a non-empty self

transition to update to the next image, set pixel state on the next image to gray

level state with non-empty self transition;

ELSE set pixel state on next image to gray level state with empty self

transition.

[Para 97] In driving modes that involve 16 gray levels plus special states required for

special algorithms (for example, the "balanced pulse pair white/white transition drive

scheme" and the "white/white top-off pulse drive scheme" described in the aforementioned

US 2013/0194250), the five-bit drive scheme solution described above cannot be applied to

all 16 gray levels because a five-bit drive scheme does not provide enough additional states.

The five-bit drive scheme solution may be applied only to a restricted number of gray levels.

For example, if the algorithm requires two special states then two gray levels must be

dropped from the algorithm, so that, for example, the algorithm might be applied to gray

levels 1→ 14 only. Such a variant of the overlay method could still be effective is reducing

text thinning/fading since most of the gray levels in text are with gray levels 1→ 14. However,



in some other scenarios, restricting the process to certain gray levels might not work well

enough.

[Para 98] In such cases, where selective partial updates are needed for all existing gray

levels, a "controller-spoofing" method can be used in conjunction with the algorithm

described above. In such a controller-spoofing method, all the pixels requiring empty self

transitions as determined by a mask are set to one same special empty state with empty self

transition (for example state 2). That processed image is then sent to the controller using a

special mode that has a fully empty waveform in order to set the states inside the controller as

desired by the algorithm without actually updating the pixels of the display. The second

image is then displayed with the use of the special empty state 2. Once it is desired to not do

empty self transitions for pixels currently in state 2, or to do other transitions to other gray

levels, another processed image needs to be sent to the controller with an empty waveform in

order to reset all the pixels currently in state 2 to their original states. Therefore, this solution

could result in latency issues as it requires sending to the controller two additional processed

images with empty waveforms.

[Para 99] In another variant of the overlay method, a device controller function is provided

which accepts the mask described above and places pixels on the update buffer according to

this mask instead of the partial update logic that it would normally perform. One shortcoming

of this approach is the need for a mask of the opaque part of the overlaid item. This, however,

is not an unrealistic requirement since the rendering engine for the graphic user interface of a

electro-optic display must have such a mask available to it, but the use of such a mask does

require a greater amount of data handling and increases system complexity.

[Para 100]An alternative to this mask-based approach is to determine the list of pixels with

self-transitions that should be refreshed based on the activity of neighboring pixels, i.e., the

mask is inferred from the image data, and subsequent steps implement the approach as if it

were mask-based. For example, one algorithm may be defined as:

For a given pixel with a given gray level in the current image:

IF it is determined from the next image that this pixel is performing a

self-transition to update to the next image AND IF at least one of its cardinal

neighbors (i.e., neighbors sharing a common edge) is not performing a self-

transition;

THEN set pixel state on the next image to gray level state with non

empty self-transition



ELSE set pixel state on next image to gray level state with empty self-

transition.

[Para 101] Such an algorithm should be applied in a non-recursive manner in order to avoid a

propagation effect, i.e., setting a pixel to perform a non-empty self transition as determined

from this algorithm would not trigger setting its cardinal neighbors with self transitions to

perform non-empty self transitions. For example, if a feature contains several columns of

pixels that are performing self transitions in an image sequence while an icon is being

overlaid and dismissed multiple times on top of that feature, this algorithm would trigger the

columns of pixels at the edge of the feature to perform non-empty self transitions. Such an

approach should result in reducing most of the visible text thinning/fading as blooming

typically affects only the immediate cardinal neighbors.

[Para 102] The algorithm described above is general in the sense that it is applied to all gray

levels, including white, and thus in a partial update mode in which the background white state

is not intended to flash, some white pixels in the background may perform white→white

transitions depending on the activity of their neighboring pixels. For example, if a long black

line is written on the display, all the neighboring pixels around the black line would perform

white→white transitions, resulting in lines and geometric features with uniform thicknesses,

thus avoiding the issue of non-uniform line thickness which has plagued prior art partial

update drive schemes. However, the pixels performing white→white transitions may induce

the formation of edge artifacts around them. Therefore, desirably such a drive method would

be applied in conjunction with a display mode designed to reduce edge artifacts in order to

avoid the formation of those artifacts. Another variation of this method would except certain

gray levels; for example, the method could be applied to all gray levels except white, thus

avoiding the aforementioned edge artifact problem.

[Para 103] In the method just above, as in the mask-based method previous described, a five-

bit drive scheme may be used if only 16 gray levels are required. If additional special states

exist in the drive scheme, the method may be applied to most but not all of the gray levels,

for example gray levels 1→ 14 of 16. As with the mask-based approach, this drive scheme

would solve most of the text thinning/fading issues. If it is necessary to apply the method to

all existing states, then the implementation of this method would require resetting the states

inside the controller as described previously with the use of two additional empty display

updates.



[Para 104] From the foregoing, it will be seen that the method of the present invention can

reduce or eliminate problems such as text thinning and fading encountered in prior art partial

update drive schemes, while maintaining the low-flash characteristics of a partial update

drive scheme for electro-optic displays. The present method is compatible with novel drive

scheme algorithms that result in low-flash, high image quality display performance, thus

rendering displays using the drive scheme very attractive to users.

[Para 105] Part D : Drift Compensation Invention

[Para 106]As already mentioned, the drift compensation aspect of the invention provides a

method of driving a bistable electro-optic display having a plurality of pixels each capable of

displaying two extreme optical states, in which, after the display has been left undriven for a

period of time, successive refresh pulses are applied to proportions of the background pixels

to reverse at least partially the effects of drift.

[Para 107] The drift compensation method may be regarded as a combination of a specially

designed waveform with an algorithm and (desirably) a timer to actively compensate for the

background white state (or other ) drift as seen in some electro-optic and especially

electrophoretic displays. The special waveform is applied to selected pixels in the background

white state when a triggering event occurs that is typically based on a timer in order to drive

the white state reflectance up slightly in a controlled manner.

[Para 108] One example of a waveform useful in the drift compensation method is shown in

Figure 15. This waveform may be as short as 2 frames (about 24 milliseconds with a typical

85Hz frame rate) and may contain a single white-going top-off pulse (frame 1). The purpose

of this waveform is to slightly increase the background white state in a way that is essentially

invisible to the user and therefore non-intrusive. The drive voltage of the top-off pulse may

be modulated (for example -10V instead of the -15V used in other transitions) in order to

control the amount of white state increase.

[Para 109] In the drift compensation method of this invention the waveform of Figure 15 or a

similar waveform is applied to selected pixels in the background white state, thus allowing a

control white state increase from the update, as illustrated in Figures 16A and 16B. By

making use of a designed pixel map matrix (PMM) combined with an algorithm, the

percentage of the pixels receiving a top-off pulse at each update is controlled. The algorithm

used may be a simplified version of the algorithm described in the aforementioned US

2013/0194250. The special transition shown in Figure 15 would correspond to the F W- W

transition discussed in this published application.



[Para 110] Drift compensation is applied by requesting a special update to the image

currently displayed on the display. The special update calls a separate mode storing a

waveform that is empty for all transitions, except for the special transition shown in Figure

15. The waveform algorithm will select the pixels that will receive the top-off pulse using the

waveform algorithm described below. PMM_VS, PMM_HS, PMM_Period are the vertical

size, horizontal size, and period of the pixel map matrix. An update counter ensures that all

the pixels will uniformly receive the same amount of top-off pulses over time. A typical

algorithm is as follows:

Wa veform algori thm for Acti ve Dri f t Compensa t i on wi t h Timer

Inputs: Current (current image pixels) , Next (next image

pixels equal to current image pixels) , PMM (pixel map matrix)

Set Active Mask(i,j) = TRUE if PMM (i mod PMM_VS ,j mod
PMM_HS) == Update Counter mod PMM_Period

For all pixels (i, )in any order:

If the pixel graytone transition is not -> , apply the
standard transition.

Else, if the pixel is selected by Active Mask(i,j), apply
the F -> transition.

Otherwise use the standard transition.

End

[Para lll ]The drift compensation method very desirable incorporates the use of a timer. The

special waveform used results in an increase in the background white state lightness.

Therefore, if this update was tied to user-requested updates, there would be large variations in

white state increase depending on how quickly updates were being requested, i.e., if this

special update were applied every time a user requested an update, the white state increase

would become unacceptably high if a user turned pages very quickly (such as every one

second), as opposed to a user turning pages more slowly (such as every thirty seconds). This

would result in the drift compensation method being very sensitive to dwell times between

updates and in some cases unacceptably high ghosting would occur due to the background

white state being increased too much. The use of a timer decouples drift compensation from

user-requested updates. By applying the special update independently of user-requested

updates, the drift compensation is more controlled and less sensitive to dwell times.

[Para 112]A timer may be used in the drift compensation method in several ways. A timeout

value or timer period may function as an algorithm parameter; each time the timer reaches the

timeout value or a multiple of the timer period, it triggers an event that requests the special



update described above and resets the timer in the case of the timeout value. The timer may

be reset when a full screen refresh (a global complete update) is requested. The timeout value

or timer period may vary with temperature in order to accommodate the variation of drift

with temperature. An algorithm flag may be provided to prevent drift compensation being

applied at temperatures at which it is not necessary. Figure 17 is a flow diagram of a drift

compensation method implementing the concepts discussed in this paragraph.

[Para 113]Another way of implementing drift compensation is to fix the timer period

TIMER_PERIOD (for example, at 60 seconds), and make use of the algorithm PMM and

PMM PERIOD to provide more flexibility as to when the special update is applied. For

example, for PMM=[1], PMM_PERIOD=4 and TIMER_PERIOD=60, this is equivalent to

applying a top-off pulse to all the background pixels every 4x60 seconds. Other variations

may include using the timer information in conjunction with the time since the last user-

requested page turn. For example, if the user has not requested page turns for some time,

application of top-off pulses may cease after a predetermined maximum time. Alternatively,

the top-off pulse could be combined with a user-requested update. By using a timer to keep

track of the elapsed time since the last page turn and the elapsed time since the last

application of a top-off pulse, one could determine whether to apply a top-off pulse in this

update or not. This would remove the constraint of applying this special update in the

background, and may be preferable or easier to implement in some cases.

[Para 114]Examples of the background white state over time with and without drift

compensation are shown in Figure 18. The lowest curve (similar to that shown in Figure 13)

shows the uncorrected background white state over the course of 45 page turns at 30 second

intervals. The illustrated drop in white state reflectance would result in substantial text

ghosting over time. The center curve shows the result of drift compensation in which 12.5%

of the pixels receive the special update every minute, again while 45 page turns occur at 30

second intervals. The upper curve shows a second example of drift compensation in which

100% of the pixels receive the special update every six minutes, using the same sequence of

page turns. In both drift compensated cases, the background white state is maintained at a

higher level over time which will result in reduced text ghosting and may allow to achieving

a higher number of page turns without a full display refresh. In both cases, the special updates

have been shown to be invisible to the user. The timer period may be used as another way to

control how much white state increase is being applied overall. The improvement in text

ghosting is illustrated in Figures 19A and 19B, with Figure 19A showing the uncorrected



display at the end of the sequence of page turns and Figure 19B the display in which 100% of

the pixels receive the special update every six minutes.

[Para 115]As indicated previously, the white state drift correction may be tuned by a

combination of the pixel map matrix, the timer period, and the drive voltage for the top-off

pulse. Figure 20 illustrates the tuning of the background white state drift by varying the

density of the pixel map matrix from 12.5% to 50% with a fixed timer of three minutes, using

the same sequence of page turns as in Figure 18.

[Para 116]As already mentioned, the use of DC imbalanced waveforms is known to have the

potential to cause problems in bistable displays; such problems may include shifts in optical

states over time that will cause increased ghosting, and in extreme cases may cause the

display to show severe optical kickback and even to stop functioning. This is believed to be

related to the build up of a remnant voltage or residual charge across the electro-optic layer,

and this remnant voltage has a very long decay time. Therefore, it is important to consider the

effect of drift compensation on remnant voltage. Figure 2 1 shows curves of remnant voltage

against time for an uncorrected pixel and three pixels using different drift compensation

methods for the same sequence of page turns as in Figure 20. Figure 2 1 shows that in the

worst case, drift compensation results in an increase of remnant voltage of about lOOmV

above the baseline. Prior knowledge indicates that remnant voltages within a window of

about ±250mV are typical in normal usage. Therefore, Figure 2 1 indicates that drift

compensation does not appear to have a significant impact on the remnant voltage, and

therefore on display reliability with usage.

[Para 117]As already indicated drift compensation can be applied to dark state drift as well

as white state drift. A typical waveform for dark state drift compensation could be simply the

inverse of that shown in Figure 15, with a single frame of positive voltage.

[Para 118]From the foregoing it will be seen that the drift compensation method of the

present invention provides a means for substantially reducing the effects of drift on a

displayed image in a manner which is typically unnoticeable to a user and which does not

adversely affect the long term use of the display.

[Para 119]The methods of the present invention may be "tuned" to produce accurate gray

levels using any of the techniques described in the aforementioned MEDEOD applications.

Thus, for example, the waveform used may include drive pulses having a polarity opposite to

that of the waveform as a whole. For example, when a pixel is driven from white to a light

gray level, the waveform will typically have an overall black-going polarity. However, to



ensure accurate control of the final light gray level, it may be desirable to include at least one

white-going pulse in the waveform. Furthermore, for similar reasons, as discussed in the

aforementioned MEDEOD applications, it is often desirable to include at least one balanced

pulse pair (a pair of drive pulses of substantially equal absolute impulse value, but of opposite

polarity) and/or at least one period of zero voltage in the waveform.



CLAIMS

1. A display controller capable of controlling the operation of a bistable

electro-optic display and having an update buffer, means for removing from the update buffer

pixels which do not require updating during a given transition, means for receiving a list of

states that should not be removed from the update buffer, and means to ensure that pixels

having listed states are not removed from the update buffer.

2. A display controller capable of controlling the operation of a bistable

electro-optic display and having an update buffer, and means for removing from the update

buffer pixels which do not require updating during a given transition, the controller having at

least one special transition having two states associated therewith, means to determine when a

pixel is undergoing a special transition immediately after a previous special transition, and

means to insert into the update buffer the second state associated with the at least one special

transition when a pixel is undergoing a special transition immediately after a previous special

transition.

3. A display controller according to claim 1 wherein the specified drive

method is applied only to pixels within one or more defined regions of the display and a

different drive scheme is applied to pixels outside the defined region or regions.

4. A bistable electro-optic display comprising a drive controller according

to claim 1.

5. An electro-optic display according to claim 4 comprising a rotating

bichromal member, electrochromic or electro-wetting material.

6. An electro-optic display according to claim 4 comprising an

electrophoretic material comprising a plurality of electrically charged particles disposed in a

fluid and capable of moving through the fluid under the influence of an electric field.

7. An electro-optic display according to claim 6 wherein the electrically

charged particles and the fluid are confined within a plurality of capsules or microcells.

8. An electro-optic display according to claim 6 wherein the electrically

charged particles and the fluid are present as a plurality of discrete droplets surrounded by a

continuous phase comprising a polymeric material.

9. An electro-optic display according to claim 6 wherein the fluid is

gaseous.



10. An electronic book reader, portable computer, tablet computer, cellular

telephone, smart card, sign, watch, shelf label, variable transmission window or flash drive

comprising a display according to claim 4.

11. A method of driving a bistable electro-optic display having a plurality

of pixels wherein, in a pixel undergoing a white-to-white transition and lying adjacent at least

one other pixel undergoing a readily visible transition, there is applied to the pixel one or

more balanced pulse pairs and at least one top-off pulse, wherein each balanced pulse pair

comprises a pair of drive pulses of opposing polarities such that the net impulse of the

balanced pulse pair is substantially zero.

12. A method according to claim 1 1 wherein the combination of one or

more balanced pulse pairs and at least one top-off pulse is applied only when the display is

above a predetermined temperature.

13. A method according to claim 11 wherein the top-off pulse comprises a

single white-going drive pulse.

14. A method according to claim 1 1 where only a single top-off pulse is

applied to the pixel.

15. A display controller or electro-optic display arranged to carry out the

method of claim 11.

16. A method of driving a bistable electro-optic display comprising

overlaying a non-rectangular item over pre-existing text or image content followed by

removal of the item, wherein only pixels in the region of the item perform transitions

(including self-transitions).

17. A method according to claim 16 wherein the item includes at least one

transparent region, and wherein only pixels in the non-transparent regions of the item perform

transitions (including self-transitions).

18. A display controller or electro-optic display arranged to carry out the

method of claim 16 or 17.

19. A method of driving a bistable electro-optic display having a plurality

of pixels each capable of displaying two extreme optical states, the method comprising:

writing a first image on the display;

writing a second image on the display using a drive scheme in which a

plurality of background pixels which are in the same extreme optical state in both the first

and second images are not driven;



leaving the display undriven for a period of time, thereby permitting the

background pixels to assume an optical state different from their extreme optical state;

after said period of time, applying to a first non-zero proportion of the

background pixels a refresh pulse which substantially restores the pixels to which it is applied

to their extreme optical state, said refresh pulse not being applied to the background pixels

other than said first non-zero proportion thereof; and

thereafter, applying to a second non-zero minor proportion of the background

pixels different from the first non-zero proportion a refresh pulse which substantially restores

the pixels to which it is applied to their extreme optical state, said refresh pulse not being

applied to the background pixels other than said second non-zero proportion thereof.

20. A method according to claim 19 wherein the display is provided with a

timer which establishes a minimum time interval between successive applications of the

refresh pulses to differing non-zero proportions of the background pixels.

21. A method according to claim 19 wherein the refresh pulses are applied

to pixels in the white extreme optical state.

22. A display controller or electro-optic display arranged to carry out the

method of claim 19.
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